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What is
OreoPad?
OreoPad is a blockchain innovation hub with decentralized incubator, 

and launchpad, for empowering next innovations of the blockchain 

ecosystem, through community-driven governance, feedback, involve-

ment and funding mechanisms.

OreoPad is a decentralized fundraising platform empowering Web3 

projects to launch and raise funds through multi-chain token pools 

whilst significantly growing their communities.The platform enables 

investors to secure early access to IDOs, NFTs and Gaming Web3 

innovation.The OreoPad team aims to continue building the leading 

decentralized fundraising platform that allows users to make well-in-

formed decisions and participate in high potential IDOs, NFT sales and 

Gaming projects, while allowing companies to successfully fundraise 

and kickstart their projects as well as benefit from OreoPad's growing 

experience and network. 



How can
projects use
OreoPad?
OreoPad allows projects of all kinds to raise funds by setting up a swap 

pool with a fixed purchase price for tokens. Fixed swap pools have 

numerous advantages for token sale investors compared to traditional 

fundraising models like ICOs, IEOs and IDOs (Initial DEX Offerings), 

the main one being that they will maintain the token price throughout 

the sale until the initial supply runs out. Startups and projects can raise 

funds on OreoPad’s interoperable and decentralized infrastructure.

Our White Paper is ready for you to take a look at all the mechanisms 

and systems of our decentralized incubator & seed fund ecosystem.
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Token
information
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Oreo Pad

Symbol
Oreo

Total  supply
1,000,000 Oreo

Chain
BNB Chain

Decimals
9

Oreo contract
0x8F9B5d1389be75F5C991506746b6D84d78B2cD44



Token
distribution
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Presale - 25%

LP - 15%

Team - 10%

Strategy Partnership  - 5%

Community & Marketing - 10%

Staking Rewards - 35%

Presale -25% 250,000

LP No vesting15% 15,000

Team Locked 6 months, monthly vesting in a year10% 100,000

Strategy Partnership Locked a month, monthly vesting in a year5% 50,000

Community & Marketing Locked a month, monthly vesting in a year10% 10,000

Staking Rewards TGE 10%, monthly vesting in a year35% 350,000



Presale
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250,000 Oreo for Presale

Hardcap: 250 BNB Softcap: 150 BNB

Presale rate: 1 BNB=1000 Oreo Listing rate : 1 BNB=1000 Oreo

How to participate
in Public sale ?
1. Go to the following link: https://bit.ly/3GuZYvP 

2. Connect your wallet while making sure it is on the correct blockchain 

& AMM. (Metamask is highly recommended, there are know issues 

with Trust Wallet, Coinbase Wallet and other wallets using the "Wallet-

Connect" connection)

3. To buy the presale, insert the amount of BNB that you want to use to 

buy in the “Amount” section. The corresponding amount of presale 

tokens will be calculated automatically below the BNB amount. Finally, 

click on the “Buy” button.

ILO Link: bit.ly/3GuZYvPMax buy per User: 1 BNB
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Staking
and earning
The Oreo offers two core pools. NFT staking pool Oreo staking pool.

The first thing you need to do is enter the staking portal. This can be 

done by going to Staking and Earning where you will be greeted with 

the ‘Staking Area’ that shows some basic information and statistics 

about the staking portal.

Please ensure that you only follow the official links in this article.

The next step is to connect your wallet. Simply click the ‘Connect wallet’ 

button in the top right-hand corner and you will see the screen in the 

image below pop up.

Here, you can choose from a number of options: MetaMask, Coinbase 

Wallet or other web3 wallets through WalletConnect.

After you have connected your wallet, you’re ready to start staking. The 

next step is to pick the staking pool of your choice. In the main over-

view, click the large ‘Stake’ button, which will open up the screen 

below. This will show you the available staking pools.
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oreo NFT
Oreo NFT is an ERC-721 standard NFT. You can use these NFTs for 

Staking and get more discount when participate in projects IDO on 

OreoPad by using Oreo

Legendary 25

NFT Rarity Issue Amount

5%

Epic 175 10%

Rare 350 15%

Unique 450 20%

Probability
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Launch Pad
Overview
Guaranteed allocation and advanced security mechanisms make the 

Oreo Launchpad an ideal solution for your next token launch.

Ore Launchpad for
DeFi Projects
The Oreo Launchpad allows the launch of tokens into multiple chains 

(Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, Avalanche and more). As a result, it 

enables easy integration into crypto exchanges and the wider DeFi eco-

system.Through the launchpad platform and Oreo’s presence, DeFi proj-

ects get exposure to the crypto community. Consequently, they gain trac-

tion among a huge number of participants.
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What are the unique features
for launchpad projects?

Easy participation for stakers with no 
gas wars and guaranteed allocations.

01

The transparency of the projects’ vest-
ing schedule greatly reduces the possi-
bility of token dumps and rug-pulls 
which may negatively affect the
token price.

02

Oreo combines the security provided 
by our proprietary SmartLock technolo-
gy as well as global awareness by 
assisting with marketing activities and 
connecting projects to prominent 
crypto influencers.

03

The Oreo vetting team carefully evalu-
ates and selects eligible projects. 
Therefore, this aspect solves the para-
dox of choice and fears of participat-
ing in scams and low-quality tokens.

04
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Launch Pad
Allocation
The Oreo Launchpad is a fair platform for conducting IDOs for projects.

Allocation NFT Holder 
The Allocation Staking contract is long-running and manages all state related to users' 
allocations. NFT holders get allocation by holding a NFT. This way, every user that wants 
to participate will be guaranteed an allocation via staking. This avoids problems like IDO 
bots that frontrun fair participants who want to buy into an IDO.  Holder can buy by Oreo 
token with many discounts.

Allocation Sale Public
The allocation sale is the first stage in our IDO process for selling a token. All project 
tokens will first be available through the allocation sale, offering everyone the fairest 
chance at obtaining guaranteed stake in the sale. The Allocation Sale contract is a con-
tract for conducting fair, one-off, fixed-price sales where users have guaranteed alloca-
tions managed by the Allocation Staking contract. The allocation sale contract is configu-
rable to a variety of sales. It is possible to set up sales with whitelists, sales with minimum 
purchase amounts, and "giveaways", where the cost of the sale asset is 0 (used with a 
maximum redemption amount and a whitelist).
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Roadmap

Q3 - 2022

Idea formation

Research and analysis of market
and competition

Forming a competitive edge with focus
on community, accessibility, and fairness

Q4 - 2022

Development starts. Expanding the team
and building a strong advisory team

Conceptualization of key modules.

Token sale starts

Q1 - 2023

Incorporating multiple other chains

Announcing multiple strategic partnerships

Incorporating Staking and Farming

Q2 - 2023

Incorporating last chain based on
market trends

More partnerships and adoption both
in the crypto world and in the real world
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